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Foreword 
 
This year's International Conference on Parallel Architectures and Compilation Techniques 
(PACT 2001) includes for the first time a Work-in-Progress session. We received many 
excellent short abstracts – some of which were wild ideas. From these we chose seven 
abstracts for presentation, and we have included them in this booklet. We selected them for 
their novelty and the brevity with which they were expressed. 
 
Thanks to Kevin Skadron, TCCA Newsletter Editor, we are also pleased to announce that all 
of the accepted and presented abstracts will appear in the upcoming TCCA newsletter. This 
booklet therefore is only an intermediate presentation of the work for the conference 
attendees, and it is intended to form a better basis for a discussion of the presented work 
during the WiP session. 
 
We hope that the session itself will be lively and fun for both the presenters and the attendees 
and will serve as a forum for intensive, perhaps even controversial discussions. Keeping with 
the spirit of this session, there will be some interesting prizes for the best abstracts selected by 
a panel of judges. 
 
Many people contributed to the organization of this WiP session. Thanks go to Mateo Valero, 
the PACT 2001 General Chair, to Todd Mowry and John Shen, the PC Co-Chairs, and to the  
conference steering committee for giving us the opportunity to institute this new tradition.  
We would also like to direct special thanks to Eduard Ayguade, Josep-Lluis Larriba, and 
Marta Jiminez for their excellent support regarding the web presentation, the local 
organisation, and the printing of these booklets. Last, but certainly not least, we also thank all 
those who took the time to submit abstracts to this special session. 
 
We hope that this WiP session will be a success and that it will become a long and productive 
tradition for future PACT conferences. 
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A Scheme for Selective Squash and Re-issue for Single-Sided Branch Hammocks

Karthik Sankaranarayanan, Kevin Skadron
Dept. of Computer Science

University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA 22904

Introduction

This abstract describes work to minimize re-execution of control independent instructions.  This technique
differs from prior work in its emphasis on compiler scheduling in order to minimize changes to the hardware of an out-
of-order processor.  Work so far has focused on single-sided branch hammocks.

A branch hammock [1] is an instruction sequence corresponding to an ‘if’ language construct. It is called
double-sided when it corresponds to an ‘if-then-else’ construct and single-sided when it corresponds to an ‘if-then’
construct alone (i.e., without the ‘else’ part). When the ‘then’ and the ‘else’ contexts contain only one basic block each,
the branch hammock is called simple. In typical speculative processors, when a conditional branch corresponding to
such a branch hammock is mispredicted, all the instructions fetched after the branch are squashed. However, the ‘join’
context is executed regardless of the direction of the branch. When a misprediction is detected, if the fetch engine of the
processor went past the ‘join’ context, it fetched some potentially useful instructions too. If those instructions can be
identified by some co-operative work between the compiler and the hardware, redundant re-fetching and re-execution
can be eliminated. This work attempts to implement and evaluate such a co-operative mechanism in the particular case
of single-sided, simple branch hammocks.

Related Work

Rotenberg et al. [2] have analyzed control independence in superscalar processors. Their paper analyzes the
bounds of potential performance improvement due to the exploitation of control independence and assesses the
complexity of possible implementations. Sodani et al. [3] have done a detailed study on dynamic instruction reuse. The
potential branch hammock reuse described above, called squash reuse, is a subset of such dynamic instruction reuse.
However, the re-fetching of instructions is not eliminated in their technique, and reuse techniques typically require
substantial, multi-ported lookup tables and other hardware support.  Rychlik et al. [4], proposed the reduction of value
misprediction penalties by re-issuing of value-mispredicted instructions to the functional units, thus eliminating their re-
fetching and re-renaming. However, their work does not examine re-issue with respect to branch mis-speculation.
Klauser et al. [5] proposed the dynamic predication technique for reducing misprediction penalties in case of simple
branch hammocks. The instructions of a non-predicated instruction set are predicated dynamically using hardware
augmentation.

Overview of the Implementation

This work combines compiler scheduling with ideas from the above mentioned works (control independence,
re-use, re-issue) in the domain of optimizing single-sided, simple branch hammocks. In such hammocks, the join context
is control independent of the branch and hence need not be re-fetched on a misprediction. The execution of the
instructions in the ‘join’context that are data independent of the ‘then’ context is not erroneous and hence these
instructions can be safely re-used.  However, the execution and the dependency information of the ‘join’ context
instructions that are data dependent on the ‘then’ context is erroneous. Hence, they have to be re-issued after the
misprediction recovery in order to receive the proper operand values. For the above branch hammock scenario, when
there is co-operation from the compiler, minimal addition to the hardware can implement such  selective squashing  (the
‘join’ context is not squashed) and selective re-issue (the dependent instructions should be re-issued).

In our work so far, the scheduler identifies the single-sided simple branch hammocks in a program. It finds the
instructions in the ‘join’ context that are data independent of the ‘then’ context and groups them together at the
beginning of the ‘join’ context. The code motion takes place in such a way that no anti or output dependences are
violated. It then annotates the branch instruction with the size of the hammock, the number of independent instructions
and the offset of the join context.  With such ‘grouping support’ from the scheduler, the hardware implementation of
selective squash and re-issue can be done with minimal cost. Consider an out-of-order processor model with an in-order
commit stage. The following figure (Fig. 1) shows a simple branch hammock in the instruction-reorder buffer as a
mispredicted branch is about to be discovered.
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Scheduled hammocks 5 984 341 68 13 85 40 13

Max. hammock size 4 8 7 9 4 7 6 9

Max. then context size 3 6 6 3 2 4 3 3

Max. no. of indep. Inst 2 6 4 6 1 3 4 1

Avg. hammock size 4 4 3.3 4 3.4 3.9 4 5.2

Avg. then context size 2.4 2.2 2.2 2.3 2 2.4 2.1 2.2

Avg. no. of indep. Inst 1.4 1.4 1 1.5 1 1.2 1.7 1

Table 1:  Static scheduling data

Fig. 1:  State of the instruction-reorder buffer
containing a hammock and a mispredicted branch.

Selective squashing of the ‘then’ context is easily implemented in the hardware by just bringing the head
pointer to the beginning of the ‘join’ context. The effects of the ‘then’ context instructions on the register rename map is
repaired by logical masking operations of the current map with the register maps at the position of the branch and at the
beginning of the join context. Also, the dependent instructions of the ‘join’ context should enter the rename stage once
again. In order to achieve this as simply as possible, the implementation expands the instruction buffer between the fetch
and decode stages and holds instructions there. The dependent instructions of a hammock are tagged in the instruction
queue and are held there until the branch resolves, making this re-issue easy. On a misprediction, all instructions in the
instruction queue except the tagged ones are squashed.  This ensures that the dependent instructions get to re-issue to the
functional units with the proper values. Also, when the mis-speculated branch was predicted taken, the processor
remembers the start of the ‘join’ context in order to re-steer the fetch engine when necessary. Finally, on a successful
branch resolution, all associated instructions are purged from the fetch queue. Together, these implementation features
require minimal addition to hardware and should be feasible without affecting the clock rate.   They also avoid large,
dedicated, multi-ported re-use tables.

This work implements the features detailed above using the SimpleScalar v3.0 [6] simulator tool set and the
PISA instruction set. Performance evaluation has been done by simulating SpecInt95 benchmarks on the modified
simulator and then comparing with the unmodified version. For scheduling, the benchmarks were compiled to assembly
using gcc 2.6.3 –O3, scheduled by the scheduler software, and then assembled into the binaries. These were the binaries
run on the modified simulator. Data from the static scheduler is summarized in Table 1.

Initial Results and Future Work

Initial investigation of the results show that the candidates chosen by the scheduler are very small basic blocks
of size 3-4 instructions, and the scheduler typically finds at most 1-2 independent instructions but often finds none. This
result happens to be similar to success rates in filling branch delay slots [7], which makes sense because the scheduling
task is essentially identical.  The important difference here is that we are able to use scheduling to exploit control
independence in wide-issue, out-of-order organizations and are not limited to a fixed delay-slot architecture.

Unfortunately, because single-sided hammocks expose so few independent instructions, the gains in IPC
obtained with this technique are negligible, averaging less than 0.05%. Some benchmarks, like compress, have almost
no suitable basic blocks (see Table 1).  Dynamic predication [5], on the other hand, would provide better benefits in
these scenarios.  These results necessitate the extension of the scheduling technique to nested and double-sided
hammocks also. An analysis of the effectiveness of predication in lieu of or in combination with such re-issue and re-use
techniques should also be explored. A study of the contrasts and overlaps between the nature of control independence
exploited by these techniques (predication, re-use/re-issue) is another interesting future direction. In addition to the
immediate benefits from exploring control independence, it is also expected that this work will also guide efforts in
using compiler analysis to directly improve branch-predictor performance and/or reduce predictor hardware
requirements.
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Contrail Processors for Converting High-Performance

into Energy-E�ciency

Toshinori Sato1;2 Itsujiro Arita1
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2 Center for Microelectronic Systems

Kyushu Institute of Technology
ftsato,aritag@ai.kyutech.ac.jp

1 Introduction
Current trend of increasing popularity of portable

and mobile computer platforms such as notebook PCs
and smart cell phones is a driving force to investi-
gate high-performance and energy-e�cient micropro-
cessors. For example, Java-2 MicroEdition (J2ME)
works on cell phones. We can download a game and
play it on our cell phone. Travellers guide and ight
ticket reservation are available. Furthermore, mobile
banking and trading are also provided. As computing
power of mobile device increases, its energy e�ciency
becomes a �rst class design constraint. It is important
to note that energy consumption is more important
for mobile devices than power consumption because it
decides the lifetime of batteries.

The energy consumed in a microprocessor is the
product of its active power and execution time. Thus,
to reduce energy consumption, we should decrease
both of or either of them. The active power Pactive

and gate delay tpd of a CMOS circuit are given by

Pactive = fCloadV
2

dd (1)

tpd /
Vdd

(Vdd � Vth)�
(2)

where f is clock frequency, Cload is load capacitance,
Vdd is supply voltage, and Vth is threshold voltage of
the device. � is a factor depending upon the carrier
velocity saturation and is about 1.3{1.5 in advanced
MOSFETs [3]. Based on Eq.(1), it is easily found
that power supply reduction is the most e�ective way
to lower power consumption. However, Eq.(2) tells
us that supply voltage reduction increases gate delay,
resulting in slower clock frequency. And thus, com-
puting performance of microprocessor is diminished.

In order to mitigate the performance loss, we can
exploit parallelism [1]. Two identical circuits are used
in order to make each unit to work at half the original

frequency while the original throughput is maintained.
Since the speed requirement for the circuit becomes
half, the supply voltage can be decreased. In this case,
the amount of parallelism can be increased to further
reduce the total power consumption. In this paper, we
propose to utilize another kind of parallelism, which
is thread level parallelism, for energy reduction with
maintaining processor performance.

2 Contrail Processor Architecture

To reduce the energy consumption, we divide an
execution of an application into two streams [6]. One
is called speculation stream and consists of the main
part of the execution. However, it exploits trace level
value prediction [5], and thus several regions of the
execution are skipped. In other words, the number of
instructions in the speculation stream is smaller than
that in the original execution, resulting in energy re-
duction. In contrast, the other stream is called veri�-

cation stream and supports the speculation stream by
verifying each data prediction. The key idea is that the
veri�cation stream can execute slowly if the data pre-
diction accuracy is considerably high. We can reduce
the clock frequency of the datapath for the veri�ca-
tion stream. Furthermore, the supply voltage is also
reduced. From these consideration, its energy con-
sumption is signi�cantly reduced.

Each stream executes as a thread on a simultane-
ous multi-threading processor [2, 8], whose execution
core consists of dual speed pipelines. The specula-
tion stream is dispatched into a high-speed pipeline
(speculation pipeline) and the veri�cation stream is
dispatched into a low-speed and low-supply-voltage
pipeline (veri�cation pipeline). In the ideal case, that
means there are no misspredictions, the speculation
stream �nishes silently and waits for the veri�cation
process. In the case where a missprediction occurs,
the execution of the speculation stream is squashed



at the point where the missprediction is detected and
processor state is recovered by the veri�cation stream.

We call this Contrail Processor Architecture. What
is a contrail ? A contrail is the condensation trail that
is left behind by a passing jet plane. The speculation
stream runs ahead just like a jet plain, and the veri�-
cation stream is left behind by the speculation stream
and fades away just like a contrail. One of the dif-
ferences from the previously proposed pre-computing
architectures [4, 7] is that the contrail processor ar-
chitecture does not rely on redundant execution. In
the ideal case, the number of instructions executed is
unchanged. Another is that its target is improving
energy e�ciency instead of improving performance.

The potential of the contrail processor architecture
on energy-e�ciency is estimated as follows. We decide
that clock frequency and supply voltage for the veri-
�cation pipeline are half of those for the speculation
pipeline. Assuming that half of the original execu-
tion of an application is ideally predicted and is dis-
tributed uniformly as explained in Figure 1(a), the ex-
ecution is divided into the speculation and veri�cation
streams on a contrail processor with three contexts (1
and 2 for the speculation and veri�cation streams re-
spectively) as depicted in Figure 1(b). The predicted
regions are skipped in the speculation stream and ex-
ecute in the veri�cation streams with enlarging their
execution time. Energy consumption is calculated as
follows. For the speculation stream, it becomes half
of the original execution since the number of instruc-
tions reduced by half. In contrast, for the veri�cation
streams, the sum of every execution time remains un-
changed since the execution time of each instruction
increases by double while the total number of instruc-
tions reduced by half. Its energy consumption is de-
creased by the reduction of the clock frequency and the
supply voltage. Based on Eq.(1), it is reduced to 1

8
.

Thus, total energy savings is 37.5%. In addition, the
application gains higher performance. On the other
hand, when the contrail processor has only two con-
texts, the execution time becomes slightly longer as
explained in Figure 1(c). In this model, every thread
constructing the veri�cation stream is kept in a FIFO
queue when it can not obtain its dedicated context. It
is true that the e�ectiveness of the contrail processors
(energy savings) depends on the value prediction accu-
racy and the size of each predicted region. However,
we have con�rmed that the potential of the contrail
processors on energy saving is substantial.

3 Summary
In this paper, we proposed an energy-e�cient pro-

cessor architecture based on value prediction and

time
instructions

(b) contrail processor (3 contexts)

(a) original execution flow

correctly predicted regions

speculation stream

verification streams

speculation stream

verification stream

(c) contrail processor (2 contexts)

Figure 1: Execution on a contrail processor

multi-threading techniques. These techniques exploit
thread level parallelism, resulting in mitigating perfor-
mance loss due to the supply voltage reduction. From
preliminary estimation, the proposed architecture has
a potential of approximately 40% energy savings with
maintaining processor performance.
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Multimedia applicationsare, indisputably, one of the
driving forcesof computerarchitecturetoday. Most em-
beddedprocessordesignshave evolvedtrying to overcome
the handicapsof future media processingprotocolsand
killer applicationssuchasMPEG-4,highly-demanding3D
games,or applicationstargetedat the third generationof
mobiledigital phones(UMTS).

Current low-power embedded media systems still
presentseveralperformanceshortcomings.Mostof thenew
mediaapplicationsaremigratingto floating-pointcomput-
ing dueto the increasein complexity of the protocolsand
themediadatatypes.Unfortunately, mostof themediaem-
beddedsystemstodaydo not have floatingpoint units(and
thus,haveto emulatethemby software).Thefloatingpoint
unitsareexpensive in termsof areaandpower, andseveral
of thefloatingpoint instructionsexhibit extremelyhigh ex-
ecutionlatenciesthatdegradeoverallperformance.

Tolerance of media applications

Mediaapplicationshasa uniquecharacteristicwhich is
not found in any otherkind of application(neitherscien-
tific/numericalnor integerSPECint-style):mediadataout-
putsareextremelytolerant.By tolerant,weunderstandthat
they arehighly robust to lossesin their precision. Results
from 3D, video, imageor audioapplicationscouldpresent
errors in the computationthat would not be visually (or
audibly) perceptible,and thus, the result of the execution
wouldbeconsideredcorrect.

Indeed,multimediaapplicationsoutputdatais directed
to persons,not to computers.’Humansystems’donot care
aboutexact results. In fact, this is the propertyusedby
imageandaudiocompressionsystems(suchasMPEG or
MP3) to achieve high compressionrates. In otherwords,
they areexchangingaccuracy by size. We proposeto add
anotherexchangetrade-off consistenton tradingaccuracy
for processingspeed.In theworld of embeddedmediapro-
cessingtheremay be a lot of situationswherespeed(or
power) is a factoralmostasimportantascompression(e.g.
for low/mediumqualityscreens,in thepresenceof realtime
constraintsor whenhaving battery-lifeconcerns).
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Figure 1. Potential reuse with added error for
diff erent tolerances.

Introducing tolerance into memoization

Somerecentstudies[1] haveshown thatmemoizationis
a powerful techniqueto avoid computationin long latency
instructionssuchasmultiplicationanddivision. Everytime
suchanoperationis invoked,theiroperandsandtheir result
arestoredin a Reuse Table. Whenthereis anotherinstance
of thesameoperationwith thesameinputs,thenthecom-
putationcanbeavoided.This techniquenot only improves
theperformanceof floatingpointcomputationsbutalsopro-
ducesimportantsavingsin energy consumption.Themajor
drawbackof the techniqueis the needto implementvery
large reuse tables to achieve acceptablereuserates,which
mayprovide diminishingreturnsfrom thepoint of view of
powerconsumptionandprocessorcycle time.

We are currently studyinghow tolerancecan improve
floatingpoint instructionmemoization,by tradingaccuracy
by speed(andpowerefficiency). With conventionalmemo-
ization,we needtwo exact instancesof thesameoperation
in orderto obtainreuse.Our claim is that if we have two
instanceswith similar inputs,theresultwill alsobesimilar
enoughto thedesiredoneto allow thesecondinstanceto be
skippedby usingtheoutputof thefirst.

This methodincreasesmemoizationreuseopportunities



Figure 2. Image codified with original EPIC
algorithm.

at the costof introducingsomeerrorsin the result. How-
ever, this error is not significantfor the outputdueto two
mainreasons.First,floatingpoint is generallyusedin mul-
timedia for its rangeratherthan for its precision. There-
fore, we aretypically overcomputingdata(from the point
of view of maintainingprecisionsthatarelatelydiscarded).
Second,weareprocessingmediadatatypes(suchasimage
pixelsor audiofragments)that areextremely’ tolerant’by
nature;that is, the humanobserver is not going to realize
theerrordueto thefiltering effectof hissenses.

We have startedour study with the EPIC imagecom-
pressionapplicationfrom the Mediabench suite. We have
measuredthe potentialreuseof floating point instructions
with different tolerancedegrees. By tolerancedegreewe
understandthenumberof bits from themantissa(outof 52)
to beignoredwhentestinga hit in thereusetable.

Figure1 showsthepercentageof reuseof differentfloat-
ing point operationsfor differentdegreesof tolerance,as-
sumingunboundedtables.Thefigure includesalsoa met-
ric of imagequality degradationin the form of the Mean
Square Error of theoutputimage.Resultsshow how reuse
hit ratesarepoorwhenno toleranceis implemented.How-
ever, when toleranceis introduced,we may observe how
reusehit ratesgrows significantlywith no appreciableim-
agedegradationup to a tolerancedegreeof 43.

Theresultsobtainedalsoshow thatwith low errorsthere
is a large working areafor tolerance.Between43 and46
bitsof tolerance,theerrorkeepslow while thereusegrows
to neara 90%in all theoperations.In orderto realizequal-
itatively the impactof the introducederrorat thoseranges,
we maylook at figures2 and3 whereit is shown theorigi-
nal imageandtheimagewith a tolerancedegreeof 46(that
is, with a 68%of meansquareerror). As shown, evenwith

Figure 3. Image codified with EPIC algorithm
with tolerant reuse (46 bits; 68% error)

a highMSEof a 68%,imagequality is still high (although,
evidently, differencesexist).

Wearecurrentlydevelopingaframework to betterevalu-
atetheimpactof tolerantreusefor floatingpointoperations
in anembeddedsystemmodel.We areconfidentthatgreat
benefitsmaybeprovidedin termsof executiontime,power
consumptionand energy efficiency due to the high reuse
ratesachievedby thefuzzymemoizationparadigm.
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1. Introduction
Many numerical applications from the field of scientific

computing can only be solved on parallel computers in a
senseful way. An important class of applications are contin-
uous problems that are discretised and solved with iterative
numerical algorithms. While solving the problem all pro-
cessing elements involved have to transmit large amounts
of data to and from the shared-memory. Applications are
therefore characterised by the communication to computa-
tion ratio. The total per-processor execution time can be
divided into three categories: busy time in computation,
time spent at synchronisation events and time waiting for
remote data. Runtime analyses of such scientific applica-
tions have shown, that the time spent waiting for data is rel-
evant to the total execution time [3]. Since communication
in a shared-memory systems is usually demand-driven by
the consuming processor, the problem is overlapping com-
munication with computation. This is not a problem for
small data items, but it can degrade performance if there
is frequent communication or a large amount of data is ex-
changed [4]. Most scientific applications use the double-
precision floating-point data format (fp). Using single- or
double-precision operands in the ALU makes no difference
to execution time. However it makes a big difference to the
amount of data to be exchanged and therefore time spent on
communication. The time considered in this short paper is
the time waiting for data that cannot be overlapped, e. g. by
using prefetch mechanisms. Our approach is to reduce the
amount of communication data by a variable data format,
discussed in the following section.

2. Data reduction approach
The idea behind the work is rather to transmit the bits

of the operands as required for computation than the full
operand as stored in memory. There are two mechanisms
to reach this goal: On the one hand, data with maximum
precision is provided but not always needed. Many times
only the significant bits of the operands are required. E.
g., during the initial phase of a calculation transmitting the
sign, exponent and the first fraction bits will be sufficient.
The less significant bits are irrelevant at that point of time.

Therefore a mechanism for a dynamic precision for com-
munication is useful.
On the other hand, when using iterative algorithms, data
asymptotically converges towards a steady state. For exam-
ple close to the stopping criterion only the less significant
bits change from one iteration to the next. Writing back the
already fixed bits to the global memory is redundant and
causes unnecessary communication. A combination of both
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Figure 1. Variables conventionally stored in memory

mechanisms leads to a maximum reduction of data com-
munication because operands are only partially transmitted.
Figure 1 shows how data is usually stored in memory. For
simplification we assume that memory is arranged in words
of 256 bits (smallest addressable word). As a consequence,
some variables are implicitly grouped to a word. To effi-
ciently benefit from the mechanisms the data in the global
memory has to be rearranged. Without any changes bus-
based systems with e. g. 64 or 128 bit busses can not make
use of the mechanisms because one or two 64-bit-words are
transmitted per cycle anyway, with or without redundant
bits. To profit from the reduction described above words
have to be grouped to logical blocks and these blocks have
to be rotated. Figure 2 shows the operands stored ”verti-
cally”. The effect is that parts of the operands become ad-
dressable. So the sign, the exponent and the fraction field
or parts of it become selectable.
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Figure 2. Variables rotated and arranged in blocks

3. Simulation environment

We use a testbed for a shared-memory architecture to
study the execution behaviour of selected applications. The
(physically) shared-memory is both used for communica-
tion and data storage. The testbed emulates a UMA ar-
chitecture. We use the SPMD programming model with
explicit communication. For coherence purposes hardware
semaphores are used for shared data. We intentionally did
not rewrite code to achieve good results. We just made
changes where required (communication routines). When
running the applications, we measure the application be-
haviour at different points of execution. For applications
with repetitive steps, we measure only a few steps.

4. Experiments and first results

For validation some applications/kernels from popular
benchmark suites have been adapted. We adaptedwater
from the SPLASH [5],FFT from SPLASH 2 [6],mg3from
NPB [1] and further on aCFD from FORTWIHR [2] and
a proprietary2D-Laplaceusing SOR. The major data type
of all programs is double-precision floating-point. They use
iterative methods for solving and require an intense com-
munication. From first results we can say:

� The amount of data to be exchanged can be reduced
significantly. In our experiments the reduction of re-
dundant data communication varies. InwaterandFFT
it is approximately up to 25%, in2D-Laplace, mg3and
CFD it is up to 50%. However, the impact to the to-
tal execution time depends on several factors like the
application’s communication behaviour and the prob-
lem size. So no general statement about the improved
overall performance can be made.

� In Section 2 we said that several variables have to be
grouped and therefore might unnecessarily be trans-
mitted. We have found that this blocking-technique (to
stay with our example: 256 fp-operands) is not dis-
advantageous. For example, in a 3D-CFD simulation

any point on the grid is determined by a velocity vec-
tor with 3 components, one scalar for temperature and
pressure each and further auxiliary variables. So only
few grid-points fit into a single block. Problem sizes
that get in conflict with such a small number of grid
points would not be run on a multiprocessor (poor par-
allel efficiency).

� The memory latency increases because the operands
cannot be copied into the local memory until the cor-
responding data block transfer is completed. On the
other hand the effective bandwidth in the same way.
When several data blocks are required the initial la-
tency becomes more and more insignificant.

� Maximum performance is gained by applications us-
ing dynamic scheduling according to the frequently
changed data region.

5. Conclusion and future work
In this paper we have presented an approach to reduce

the communication overhead for certain types of applica-
tions using shared-memory systems. The initial results are
promising. Redundant data can easily be found by compar-
ing data already read with data to be written. Combined
with a ”rotating unit” it can be performed automatically
by the interface’s hardware. The implementation does not
cause any problems for today’s hardware. Determine the
currently required precision is more complicated. The dy-
namic precision is a user defined parameter in the subrou-
tine call so far. We have to determine the reduced preci-
sion’s impact on the computation in more detail: Does it
(generally) cause more iterations? If it does, what is the
time spent on additional computation in comparison to the
time saved in reduced communication before? A concept
for a hardware support for read-accesses is currently elabo-
rated. In the case that the current precision is not applica-
ble to all data, the management (by the programmer) might
become complex. Referring to Figure 2, a hardware im-
plemented vector in the shared-memory –like an instruction
pointer– that points on the relevant data might be more com-
fortable than software variables.
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1 Introduction 
 

Current cache configurations are inflexible, in that they cannot be 
customized for the needs of individual programs. Concurrent 
processes often have negative effects on each other’s cache entries. 
A further problem is that real-time applications that need guaranteed 
cache access times might not always get these guarantees in a 
multitasking environment. In this abstract, we propose a framework 
for customizing the cache configurations to individual programs 
using dynamic way allocation. We then describe cache configuration 
methodologies that permit dynamic way allocation. 
 

2 The Proposed Reconfigurable Cache Model 
 

Dynamic way allocation provides flexibility for favoring higher 
performance, lower energy dissipation, or any combination of the 
two, depending on the overall goals of the system. This technique 
treats the ways of a set-associative cache as discrete units that can be 
independently allocated. Dynamic way allocation supports such 
goals as scratchpad memory for DSP or real-time applications, 
stream buffering for media processing, load balancing for SMT 
paradigms, and reduced power for portable computing platforms. 
The model dynamically allocates ways to individual processes, 
similar to tinting columns, which has the benefits of cache 
reconfiguration for scratchpad memory, multitasking and stream 
processing [1]. However, our model maps each process to a set of 
ways allowing a unique configuration per process. The number of 
ways needed in the cache for a process is specified with a way-
request. A process’s cache configuration is determined via a 
programmable software routine, static compiler hints, or recalling 
previous configurations.  
 

2.1 The Dynamic Way Mapper and the Way-Vector 
 

A hardware unit called the dynamic way mapper (DWM) takes a 
way-request as an input and produces a way-vector based on the 
availability of ways and the current mappings of other processes. 
The approach is similar to [2], but at a higher level of granularity.
More than one process can be mapped to the same way. The DWM 
attempts to efficiently match the cache configuration specified by a 
way-request to a set of physical ways. We include the concept of a 
priority process for processes that need guaranteed cache access 
times, e.g. scratchpad memory in DSP applications. The DWM 
simply locks ways assigned to priority processes, preventing their 
use in other way-vectors. This means that a process may not always 
get the requested way-vector when priority processes have been 
mapped. The DWM balances allocations so that way-vectors are 
evenly divided among the ways. Thus, it tries to maximize way 
utilization. Way balancing may be implemented by attaching a 
counter to each column and incrementing the counter whenever a 
new process is mapped to a column. The dynamic way mapper can 
read the counters and determine the most efficient mapping.  

The way-vector represents a mask for ways that are accessible by 
a particular process. Initially, a process provides a way-request to the 
DWM producing a way-vector, which is stored in a register (having 
one bit per way). During a context-switch, the process saves its way-
vector along with other state information. When the process regains 
control of the processor, the DWM attempts to restore the previously 
stored way-vector. If a priority process has locked ways, then the 
DWM restores the ways that are not locked, but common to the 
previous configuration. If this is not possible, it tries to allocate as 
many ways as requested in the way-request.

2.2 Reconfiguration Framework 
 

Ideally, we want each program phase to have its optimal cache 
configuration. In our model there are three ways to configure the 
cache for phases in the program at runtime: static compiler-hinted 
reconfiguration, dynamic program profiling and a hybrid of the two. 
Static compiler-hinted reconfiguration exploits compiler-based 
profiling to identify phases and suggest optimal cache 
configurations. Dynamic program profiling uses a programmable 
software routine to identify when and how to reconfigure the cache. 
It also has the ability to record a trace of configurations for a 
program. In case the compiler can only identify phases but not 
optimal configurations, the hybrid configuration scheme uses the 
compiler hints to pinpoint program phases, which then triggers the 
software routine. Static compiler hints allow faster cache 
reconfiguration, as they do not incur the overhead of software-based 
configuration. These compiler hints can be as small as one 
instruction indicating the way-request for the corresponding program 
phase. However, many programs have no idea of available cache 
size at compile time, and neither target runtime environment nor 
program behavior can be determined at compile time. Until such a 
compiler is available, the software configuration routine provides an 
alternative.  

The software routine overcomes the drawbacks of static 
reconfiguration. It also allows reconfiguration of caches for legacy 
code or code that cannot be recompiled. In order to be effective, the 
software routine may need to run frequently, and it must run without 
high overhead. While the software routine could run as a process 
causing a low-overhead context switch, we feel that it would be 
beneficial to have a small, dedicated register file allowing it to run 
without causing a full context switch. Programs often may have 
different cache access trends for different phases of a program, e.g., 
the optimal cache configuration for a subroutine may differ from that 
for the main program body. The main body of the program may 
itself have phases that favor different cache configurations. Ways 
can be dynamically adjusted at runtime to accommodate the cache 
needs of program phases.  

The flexibility of our cache model to target a variety of system 
goals, such as high performance or low power, stems from its ability 
to program the software-configurable allocation routine. A different 
routine can thus be designed to reconfigure the cache to a variety of 
system goals, like high performance and low power, with existing 
hardware. Albonesi et al. uses a performance degradation threshold
to determine a desired cache configuration with appreciable results 
[3]. Our model uses common runtime statistics such as IPC, miss 
rate, and cache reference counts that performance counters already 
provide, plus additional parameters like operating temperature and 
power dissipation statistics to trigger reconfiguration. These statistics 
are held in dedicated registers, and are accessed by the software 
routine to determine when and how to reconfigure the cache.  

For example, the software routine could be written to be energy 
aware. As one part of this, we would like to be able to control the 
number of active ways in the cache to manage static power. We can 
use the available runtime statistics to design a power metric that 
accounts for both dynamic and static power consumption.  Dynamic 
power could be measured as the number of cache misses times the 
estimated power consumed by each cache miss. Static power could 
be measured as the instruction count times the number of active 
ways times the static power consumed by a way per instruction 
(which is a function of operating temperature). We could then write 



 

 
 

 
 

 consider these secondary effects of reducing cache size when 
attempting to minimize energy. Further, static power is exponentially 
dependent on the temperature. Thus, an accurate estimate of static 
power versus the secondary effects of reducing cache size cannot be 
made unless the system temperature is monitored. 
 

2.5 Full-Way Power Down vs. Partial-Way Power Down 
 

There are two techniques to reduce static power consumption. One is 
powering down a way or a number of ways. However, this poses a 
problem when we want to power down a portion of the D-cache 
holding dirty data (configuration consistency). The dirty columns in 
the cache cannot be immediately shut down because information will 
be lost. We may either write back all the dirty cache lines 
immediately or write-back some lines while transferring some others 
to an active portion of the cache. Regardless of which method is 
used, we need a mechanism to determine when the portion in 
question has been “cleansed”. This may be expensive and will create 
power overhead for turning off a cache portion. This is not a 
problem with the I-cache because the I-cache is never dirty. Another 
type of configuration consistency concerns both D and I-caches, and 
arises when a process has useful cache entries in columns not 
included in the column vector. There are two methods to handle this 
situation, hard partitioning and lazy partitioning [3], [5]. Hard 
partitioning only accesses the ways specified by the way-vector, by 
pre-charging the valid columns for a cache access. But the secondary 
effects of increased cache misses may negate the energy saved from 
less pre-charging. Lazy partitioning accesses all ways.  

The second approach is to partially power down some ways by 
lowering the Vdd. This is similar to the dynamic voltage scaling 
techniques employed in the Crusoe processor by Transmeta. The 
technique avoids losing the data, but does not provide as much static 
power saving as the first low power method.  
 

3 Simulation Methodology 
 

We will use the Wattch Toolkit [6] for simulating our re-
configurable cache model. We intend to emulate a multithreaded 
environment by modifying the toolkit. Running two or more 
benchmarks in our multithreaded environment, we will compare 
conventional caching techniques against our proposed model. The 
Wattch framework will allow us to observe the performance and 
power characteristics of the proposed cache model. 
 

4 Concluding Remarks 
 

The proposed reconfigurable cache model will allow cache 
customization on a program-to-program level. The model profiles 
program execution, identifies optimal cache configurations and 
reconfigures the cache accordingly. The reconfiguration framework 
permits configuration to be based on global system goals, trading off 
performance and power for a desired optimal combination. 
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Fig.1: Reconfiguration operations of the proposed cache architecture 

the software configuration routine to minimize the power metric 
either by adding more active ways (to reduce dynamic power from 
cache misses) or by reducing the number of active ways, thus 
reducing static power. The flexibility of the software configuration 
routine allows configuration metrics and controls to be as simple or 
as complex as the system designer desires.  

Fig.1 shows the reconfiguration operation from the time a process 
switches in. Our approach permits us to build a trace of possible 
cache configurations for a process and then use the trace when the 
process is next switched in. 

 

2.3 Configuration Recall 
 

If a program uses dynamic reconfiguration via the software routine, 
it is useful to store the way-vectors for various phases of the 
program. We include a mechanism called the way-history table 
(WHT) in our cache model to record the optimal configurations for 
the different phases and then recall them at a future time. The WHT 
stores the PC and the way-vector of a process at certain phases of the 
program. It is useful to only store way-vectors that are optimal, and 
therefore we erase way-vectors that are not performing well. We 
reduce the size of the WHT by storing only differential way-vectors 
i.e., the PC and way-vector that start a new program phase. Since the 
storage overhead is low we may store the WHT to memory when the 
process loses context, allowing it to be recalled when the process 
regains context. We extend this concept by storing the WHT to 
memory with the program. At this point we reduce overhead further 
by storing only way-requests instead of way-vectors. This can be 
viewed as an attempt to customize a cache to an individual program. 

 

2.4 Low Power Modes 
 

Turning off portions of the cache helps curb current leakage in 
unused columns, thus reducing static power dissipation, and it 
lowers dynamic power dissipation by reducing the number of ways 
requiring pre-charging. The effectiveness of turning off columns, for 
appreciable power savings, has been demonstrated in [4]. Our 
concept provides the means to tradeoff performance and power 
depending on the chosen system goals. The significance of static 
power dissipation increases as transistor gate lengths are reduced, 
i.e., as technology scales. However, if the goal is an overall energy 
savings for the system, it is important that the amount of static 
energy saved be more than the increase in dynamic energy caused by 
the smaller cache. In many cases, a smaller cache will cause an 
increased number of cache misses, resulting in increased dynamic 
energy dissipation. Since energy can be measured as the power times 
execution time, a smaller cache may cause execution time to 
increase, which may cause the total energy to increase. We must 
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1.0  Extended Abstract 
   The goal of our work is to produce a machine execution model that realizes much of the ILP 

(Instruction Level Parallelism) existent in general purpose programs, without requiring program 

recompilation. We look to obtain IPC (Instructions Per Cycle) in the 10’s, designing a system with 

processing capabilities that scale linearly (in terms of the number of ALUs) 

   A 1992 study by Lam and Wilson demonstrated there exists a lot of ILP in common programs [1]. More 

recent studies [2, 3, 4] have reinforced this earlier work. However, no one has yet created a machine that 

can begin to exploit even a small fraction of this parallelism. Current high-end superscalar processors do 

take advantage of ILP by having many instructions in flight at a given time, but the net resulting IPC 

(Instructions Per Cycle) is always low (in the low single digits). 

   Therefore the primary goals of our Levo machine are to simultaneously realize: 1) high IPC 

performance; 2) linear hardware scalability [5], and 3) a realizable design. We base our work largely on 

the ability to achieve these goals on legacy code (SPECint), without recompilation, so as to make the 

work as generally applicable as possible. 

2.0  The Levo Solution: Resource Flow Computing 

   The Levo machine makes extensive use of data-flow and control-flow speculation; more so than Lipasti 

and Shen’s Superspeculative Machine[6]; more so than any machine we are aware of. Levo executes 

standard control-flow based programs using methods that go beyond both the standard control flow model 

and the data flow model.  

   Levo attempts to exploit as much speculation as possible; this is achieved via a resource flow 

computing model.  With resource flow, processing elements are assigned to the highest priority 
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instructions that have not been executed, regardless of whether their inputs or operands are known to be 

available (data flow constraints), and potentially speculatively (control flow constraints). The rest of the 

execution time is spent applying programmatic data flow and control flow constraints to the instructions 

in Levo’s Execution Window, potentially squashing and re-executing a single instruction many times, so 

as to end up with programmatically-correct execution of the code.  

2.1 Levo Operation and Microarchitecture 

   Levo consists of three major components: an Instruction Window, an Execution Window and a Memory 

Window. Levo operates as follows. In the Instruction Window, the Instruction Fetch unit uses branch, 

jump, and other predictors, as well as predication hardware, to buffer a large number of instructions 

loaded from the memory system in the Instruction Load Buffer. The Execution Window is arranged in a 

matrix fashion, with the Temporally Earliest Instruction (TEI) in the upper left-hand corner and the 

Temporally Latest Instruction (TLI) in the lower-right hand corner. The Execution Window is n rows by 

m columns of instructions. The left-most column holds the first n instructions, and so on. Thus the 

Instruction Load Buffer typically loads a whole column of instructions into the Execution Window at a 

time. This is easier done than might it seems, since the Execution Window is a static instruction window, 

that is, the instructions nominally appear in the window in the same order they exist in memory, which is 

independent of the actual control flow of the executing program.   

  In our model, we do not provide any centralized register file or renaming buffer; registers values are 

present only on buses and in bus buffering units.  Each of the register buses is similar in design to the 

Tomasulo Common Data Bus, though Levo adds to this the time tag of the register data.  In the Levo 

Memory Window, multiple versions of a single address co-exist.  Uniqueness is maintained through the 

use of time tags.  Figure 1 shows the internal organization of the Execution Window for the Levo 

machine. 

3.0 Summary 

  We have modeled Levo at three different levels of abstract: 1) HDLevo: a VHDL model that will be 

targeted for an FPGA prototype system, 2) LevoSim: a cycle-accurate timer, and FastLevo: a trace-driven 

simulator.  Running SPEC2000 codes, we have obtained IPC of 13-21 instructions per cycle with 

FastLevo on a configuration with 1024 processing elements, modeled with a perfect memory system and 

perfect branch prediction. 
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Figure 1.  The Levo Execution Window 
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